ABSTRACT To satisfy the delay constraint, the computation tasks can be offloaded to some computing servers, referred to as offloading destinations. Different to most of existing works which usually consider only a single type of offloading destinations, in this paper, we study the hybrid computation offloading problem considering diverse computation and communication capabilities of two types of offloading destinations, i.e., cloud computing servers and fog computing servers. The aim is to minimize the total energy consumption for both communication and computation while completing the computation tasks within a given delay constraint. It is quite challenging because the delay cannot be easily formulated as an explicit expression but depends on the embedded communication-computation scheduling problem for the computation offloading to different destinations. To solve the computation offloading problem, we first define a new concept named computation energy efficiency and divide the problem into four subproblems according to the computation energy efficiency of different types of computation offloading and the maximum tolerable delay. For each subproblem, we give a closed-form computation offloading solution with the analysis of communicationcomputation scheduling under the delay constraint. The numerical results show that the proposed hybrid computation offloading solution achieves lower energy consumption than the conventional single-type computation offloading under the delay constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growing wireless services in our real life, more and more compute-intensive applications are executed at mobile terminals (MTs), such as image/speech recognition, video surveillance, virtual reality, etc [1] . However, some delay-constrained computation tasks cannot be completed in time by the MT due to its limited battery and low computing ability. Computation offloading can overcome the limitation of energy and computing capability of the MT [2] , which distributes a part of computation tasks to some computing servers, referred to as offloading destinations. For computation offloading, the MT transmits the data of computation tasks to the offloading destinations over capacity-limited communication links such as wireless access links and backhaul links in LTE [3] and 5G [4] systems, and then the offloading destinations complete the computation tasks and send the results back to the MT [5] , [6] . In this way, the delay-constrained computation tasks are completed with the help of offloading destinations. It is important to design the computation offloading strategy to select appropriate offloading destinations and schedule the communication and computation for different offloading destinations.
Cloud computation offloading is an approach to offload the computation tasks to the cloud computing server. In [7] , [8] , cloud computation offloading and data caching are considered jointly with the concept of smart basestations. In [9] , the long tail effect is analyzed for computation offloading, and the micro-wave power transfer is considered as a complement of computation offloading in [10] . The above existing researches on cloud computation offloading usually assume that the channel capacity is large enough for transmitting the data of computation tasks, which leads to the conclusion that cloud computation offloading can reduce delay and energy consumption effectively. Actually, this assumption does not always hold in practical systems, where the channel capacity is not very large, e.g., the computation offloading via wireless links. The data transmission between the MT and the cloud server cannot be ignored, especially for the delay-constrained computation tasks. Most existing computation offloading schemes did not provide a feasible method for completing the delay-constrained computation tasks. It is necessary to derive an efficient computation offloading scheme to complete the computation tasks under the given delay constraint.
Different to cloud computation offloading, fog computation offloading offloads the computation tasks to fog computing servers [11] , which usually have relatively lower computing capability compared to the cloud server. The computation tasks are offloaded to multiple fog servers, which provide enough computing capability for completing the computation tasks within the delay constraint. Mobile edge computing (MEC) [12] , [13] generalizes the concept of fog computation offloading by letting the computing servers in close proximity to the MT. Based on this concept, [14] compares two types of offloading and describes the advantages of different types of offloading respectively. In recent research, D2D fogging [15] introduces a framework for the MTs to dynamically share their computation and communication resources from the economic perspective. In [16] , an optimal network partition is provided for D2D multicast offloading to minimize the optimal energy consumption of the MTs. In [17] , a delay-optimal problem is studied through adopting a Markov decision process approach to control the data transmission of computation tasks according to the channel information. In [18] , a green MEC system with rechargeable devices is investigated and an effective computation offloading strategy is proposed. Fog computation offloading provides a good supplemental way for cloud computation offloading because its strong communication capability leads to a low delay for transmission of computation tasks.
With the consideration of different communication and computation capabilities of both types of computation offloading, there are a couple of technical challenges involved.
• Delay performance according to communicationcomputation scheduling: The delay cannot be easily formulated using an explicit expression but depends on the communication-computation scheduling for the computation offloading to different destinations. As the communication and computation delays are different for cloud and fog computation offloading, it is necessary to analyze the complicated time overlapping cases for communication-computation scheduling.
• Energy-delay tradeoff for hybrid computation offloading: The relationship between delay and energy consumption of hybrid computation offloading is not trivial due to the characteristics of different types of computation offloading. The communication and computation delays for different types of offloading are coupled with each other due to the time overlapping. Thus, to satisfy the delay constraint, the computation offloading strategy should be adjusted carefully considering the cost in terms of energy consumption. In this paper, we study the hybrid computation offloading problem considering diverse computation and communication capabilities of two types of computation offloading destinations: cloud computing servers and fog computing servers. The computation offloading strategy is optimized to minimize the total energy consumption for both communication and computation while completing the computation tasks within a given delay constraint. To solve the computation offloading problem, we first define a new concept named computation energy efficiency and divide the problem into four subproblems according to the computation energy efficiency of offloading destinations and the maximum tolerable delay. For each subproblem, we give a closed-form computation offloading solution with the analysis of communicationcomputation scheduling under the delay constraint. The numerical results show that the proposed hybrid computation offloading solution achieves lower energy consumption than the conventional single type computation offloading for completing the computation tasks within the delay constraint.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the system model is presented. Section III analyzes the delay of fog computation offloading. Section IV proposes the optimal computation offloading strategy. Section V discusses the communication-computation scheduling problem. Section VI provides the numerical results for performance evaluation. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a MT with computation tasks, a cloud computing server and a number of fog computing servers, as shown in Fig. 1 . The computation offloading can be completed by three steps: request, computation, and response. The amount of computation tasks at the MT is denoted as λ. Denote h (req) and h (rsp) as the lengths of the request and response messages of a computation task respectively. Denote c as the amount of floating point operations of a computation task. For the energy consumption of the MT, we denote p req and p rsp as the power for sending and receiving the data of a computation task respectively and p comp as the power consumption of computing at the MT and the fog computing servers. We first consider the local computation at the MT itself. By denoting µ mt as the delay of completing a floating point operation at the MT, we express the computation delay and the energy consumption of the MT as
where
is the computing energy consumption of the MT. Here, E mt = E (comp) mt because the local computation does not make any communication energy consumption.
We consider two types of computation offloading models, including cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading. Cloud computation offloading offloads the computation tasks into the cloud computing server and fog computation offloading offloads the computation task into the fog computing servers. Denote x cloud , x fog and x mt as the amount of computation tasks with cloud computation offloading, fog computation offloading and the local computation at the MT, respectively.
A. CLOUD COMPUTATION OFFLOADING MODEL
Denote e cloud as the delay of transmitting a unit of data between the MT and the cloud server. For a single computation task, the communication delay for cloud computation offloading is
where z
cloud is the delay of sending the request messages from the MT to the cloud server, and z (rsp) cloud is the delay of sending the response messages.
Denote µ cloud as the delay of completing a floating point operation at the cloud server. The computation delay for cloud computation offloading is
Combining (3) and (4), the delay for cloud computation offloading can be expressed as
For the energy consumption for cloud computation offloading, because the cloud server has adequate energy resources, the energy consumption of the cloud server is not taken into account [16] . The energy consumption for cloud computation offloading is
where E (trans) cloud is the communication energy consumption for cloud computation offloading.
B. FOG COMPUTATION OFFLOADING MODEL
Consider that the computation tasks are offloaded into m fog computing servers. To extract some insights, we assume that all the fog servers have the same computing capability as the MT and the same communication capability for the links to the MT.
Denote e fog as the delay of transmitting a unit of data between the MT and the fog servers. The communication delay for fog computation offloading is
where z (req) fog and z (rsp) fog are the delays of sending the request and response messages respectively.
Denote µ fog as the delay of completing a floating point operation at the fog servers. The computation delay at each fog server is
Different to the cloud computation offloading case, there are multiple fog computing servers, so the delay z fog is limited by either communication or computation, which will be analyzed in detail in Section III later.
For fog computation offloading, the energy consumption of both the MT and the fog servers should be taken into account, we express the energy consumption as
where the communication energy consumption and computing energy consumption of fog computation offloading are expressed as
respectively.
C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider both cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading, we try to formulate the hybrid computation offloading optimization problem. Table 1 lists the main notations used in this paper. Instead of simply expressing the total delay as Z = max{z cloud x cloud , z fog x fog , z mt x mt }, we have to consider the time overlapping of different types of offloading due to the single radio interface of the MT. Specifically, the communication-computation scheduling must be considered because the communication delay and the computation delay overlap with each other. It is hard to describe the total delay by an explicit expression. In order to show the effect of scheduling in the hybrid computation offloading problem, we denote σ as the result of the scheduling problem and the total delay, denoted as Z , can be expressed as
The total energy consumption, denoted as E, can be expressed as
Denote Z max as the maximum tolerable delay, and M as the number of available fog computation servers. The hybrid computation offloading problem for minimizing the VOLUME 5, 2017 energy consumption with the delay constraint is formulated as follows:
III. DELAY ANALYSIS FOR FOG COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
Before solving the above optimization problem, we first analyze the delay expression for fog computation offloading. Unlike cloud computation offloading that there is usually only one offloading destination, fog computation offloading involves a number of fog computing servers. Since the MT has only a single radio interface, the data of computation tasks should be transmitted in a time division manner. According to the relationship between the delays of communication and computation, the total delay has different expressions.
If the computation delay is long enough so that the total delay mainly depends on the computation delay as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In the computation-limited case, the delay for fog computation offloading consists of the delay of sending the request messages from the MT to all the fog servers, the delay of computing the computation task at one fog server and the delay of sending the response message from one fog server to the MT. The delay for the computation-limited case is expressed as If the computation delay is short, the total delay mainly depends on the communication delay as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
In the communication-limited case, the delay for fog computation offloading consists of the delay of sending the request messages from the MT to all the fog servers and the delay of sending the response messages from all the fog servers to the MT. The delay for the communication-limited case is expressed as
From the delay expressions in (15) and (16), we provide the explicit expression of z fog in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The delay for fog computation offloading is
Proof: To prove this lemma, we first try to obtain the threshold of m for determining which one of z 1 and z 2 is larger by letting z 1 = z 2 . From (15) and (16), we obtain
By solving the above equation, we obtain the solution m = m e1 as (18) . Next, we prove the monotonicity of
According to the above analysis, z diff is monotonic decreasing. Due to the monotonicity of (z 1 − z 2 ) in m, we obtain (17) and the lemma is proved. After obtaining the delay expression for fog computation offloading, we further compare it with the delay for cloud computation offloading in the following lemma. Proof: Compared to the cloud server, the fog servers usually have shorter distance to the MT, and fog computation offloading can support a higher rate for transmitting the data of computation tasks, so e fog < e cloud is considered as practical networks.
When z fog = z 1 , we calculate the threshold of m by letting z cloud = z 1 , From (5) and (15), we obtain
By solving the above equation, we obtain the solution m = m e2 as (21). Due to the monotonicity of z 1 in m, we obtain
When z fog = z 2 , because e fog < e cloud , it always holds that z fog < z cloud . Fig. 3 illustrates the delay with different numbers of fog computing servers. From Fig. 3 we find that z 1 is a monotonic decreasing function of m and the delay for fog computation offloading is limited by the larger one of z 1 and z 2 . The intersection point of the blue and red curves shows the threshold m e1 provided in Lemma 1. With a large enough number of fog servers, fog computation offloading is a better choice than cloud computation offloading. The intersection point of the green and red curves verifies the threshold m e2 provided in Lemma 2. Note that it always holds that m e1 ≥ m e2 according to (18) and (21). 
IV. OPTIMAL COMPUTATION OFFLOADING A. OBSERVATIONS ON CLOUD AND FOG COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
To solve the hybrid computation offloading problem, we first discuss the properties of cloud and fog computation offloading.
The properties of cloud computation offloading include:
• Adequate energy resource: The energy resource of the cloud server is usually considered to be adequate due to its steady power supply.
• Strong computing capability: The computing capability of the cloud server is much more powerful than that of a fog server.
• Weak communication capability: The communication between the cloud server and the MT is costly with a large communication delay due to their long distance. The properties of fog computation offloading include:
• Limited energy resource: The energy consumption of fog servers need to be considered since some fog servers are powered by the battery.
• Weak computing capability: The computing capability of a fog server is usually relatively low compared to the cloud server.
• Strong communication capability: Fog servers are deployed at the edge of the network, so the communication between the fog servers and the MT is usually cheap and fast. Different to the previous publications which usually define the energy efficiency as the data transmitted by consuming a unit of energy, we define a new metric called computation energy efficiency as follows:
Definition 1: The computation energy efficiency (CEE) is defined as the amount of the computation tasks that are offloaded by consuming a unit of energy.
Based on the properties of cloud and fog computation offloading, we obtain the following two observations on the CEE. Based on the above two observations, we divide the hybrid computation offloading problem into four subproblems, as shown in Fig. 4 .
When CEE cloud ≥ CEE fog , we first consider the cloudonly computation offloading subproblem. The subproblem is to determine the allocation between the local computation and the cloud computation offloading. If the cloud-only computation offloading cannot complete the computation tasks under the given delay constraint, the fog computation offloading needs to be added and we consider the cloudfirst computation offloading subproblem. In this subproblem, VOLUME 5, 2017 both types of computation offloading are adopted and the cloud computation offloading has a higher priority for minimizing the energy consumption with satisfying the delay constraint.
When CEE cloud < CEE fog , we first consider the fogonly computation offloading subproblem. The CEE of the local computation is higher than that of fog computation offloading according to Observation 1, so the local computation is always full loading if the fog computation offloading is adopted. If the fog-only computation offloading cannot complete the computation tasks under the given delay constraint, cloud computation offloading needs to be added and we consider the fog-first computation offloading subproblem. In this subproblem, both types of computation offloading are adopted and the fog computation offloading has a higher priority for minimizing the energy consumption with satisfying the delay constraint.
B. OPTIMAL OFFLOADING SOLUTION
Following the conditions of the four subproblems, we first determine which type of computation offloading has a higher CEE. 
According to the value of η, we determine which type of computation offloading has a higher CEE. If η ≥ 1, CEE cloud ≥ CEE fog , else CEE cloud < CEE fog .
Next, we consider the optimal computation offloading solutions for these four subproblems respectively.
1) CLOUD-ONLY COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
In this subproblem, x fog = 0. The optimization problem can be simplified as
According to the above simplified optimization problem, we first derive the conditions of this subproblem. , the feasible domain of x cloud is not empty, and this subproblem has an optimal solution.
Next, we consider the preference of the local computation at the MT and the cloud computation offloading. We provide the optimal solution of the cloud-only computation offloading subproblem (24) in the following theorem. 
Take the derivation of E with respect to x cloud , }, the cloudonly computation offloading subproblem has no feasible solution and the computation tasks cannot be completed by cloud computation offloading only. In this case, fog computation offloading should be considered together with cloud computation offloading to satisfy the delay constraint.
2) CLOUD-FIRST COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
Because CEE fog < CEE cloud , the cloud computation offloading has a higher priority than the fog computation offloading if the delay constraint can be satisfied. 
Proof: We first let both the cloud computation offloading and the local computation at the MT is full loading, i.e.,
For reducing the total delay, fog computation offloading can utilize the time of the computation part of cloud computation offloading, which denoted as z fog x fog ≤ z 
By solving the above problem, the optimal number of fog servers m * is
the delay constraint is not satisfied with the full loading local computation and cloud computation offloading. Because of the monotonicity of z fog in m, for obtaining the minimal delay for fog computation offloading, we have m = min{m e1 , M }. For minimizing the total delay, according to Observation 1, the local computation at the MT should still be full loading, i.e., x * mt = Z max z mt , due to the presence of fog computation offloading. Thus, in this case, cloud computation offloading should not be full loading.
If m ≥ m e1 , z fog = z 2 . In this condition, the request and response of fog computation offloading occupy all the time within Z max (refer to z 2 in Fig. 2(b) ), so the transceiver of the MT is fully occupied. We can add fog computation offloading into the time period of the computation part of the cloud computation offloading,
By solving the above equation, we obtain the optimal solution of
If not, this problem does not have any feasible solution.
If m < m e2 , the delay of fog computation offloading is longer than that of cloud computation offloading for completing the same computation tasks, so this problem does not have any feasible solution.
If m e2 ≤ m < m e1 , z fog = z 1 and z fog < z cloud , it is possible to reduce the delay for satisfying the delay constraint Z ≤ Z max by adjusting the task allocation of cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading. The specific solution highly depends on the communicationcomputation scheduling for the computation offloading to different offloading destinations. We will discuss the details of the scheduling problem later in Section V.
3) FOG-ONLY COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
In this subproblem, η < 1 and x cloud = 0. The optimization problem (14) can be simplified as
According to the above simplified optimization problem, we first derive the conditions for this subproblem. 
Proof: Based on Observation 1, if Z max ≥ λz mt , the computation tasks can be completed only by the MT. We allocate all the computation tasks to the MT and obtain the optimal solution x * fog = 0, x * mt = λ. If Z max < λz mt , the computation task cannot be completed by the MT only and fog computation offloading needs to be considered. Let the local computation at the MT full loading
, then x * fog = λ−x * mt . Next, we solve the following optimization problem for obtaining the optimal number of fog computing servers m * .
If this problem has a feasible solution, the computation tasks can be completed in this subproblem and we obtain the optimal m * . If this problem does not have any feasible solution, the subproblem has no solution.
If this subproblem has no solution, cloud computation offloading should be considered together with fog computation offloading to satisfy the delay constraint.
4) FOG-FIRST COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
Similar to the cloud-first computation subproblem, we need to consider the number of fog servers m for determining the expression of z fog . Based on the monotonicity of z fog in m, we assume m = min{m e1 , M }.
If m ≥ m e1 , z fog = z 2 , the transceiver of the MT is occupied over all the time with in Z max and there is not any idle time for cloud computation offloading, so this optimization problem has no solution.
If m e2 ≤ m < m e1 , z fog = z 1 and z fog < z cloud . Under this condition, the transceiver of the MT is not fully occupied. We first let the fog computation offloading and the local computation at the MT full loading as x * fog = Z max z 1 and
Define as the time period when all the fog servers are computing,
With the time period , we rewrite the expression of z 1 as
We schedule the cloud computation offloading in the time period and check the inequation x * cloud z cloud ≤ x * fog . If the inequation is satisfied, the computation tasks can be completed. Otherwise, because z fog < z cloud , we cannot reduce the total delay by adjusting the task allocation of two types of offloading and thus, this subproblem has no solution.
If m < m e2 , the analysis is similar to the cloud-first computation offloading subproblem and the solution can be obtained according to the communication-computation scheduling problem in Section V.
V. COMMUNICATION-COMPUTATION SCHEDULING FOR COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
In the cloud-first computation offloading and fog-first computation offloading subproblems, it is possible to reduce the delay for satisfying the delay constraint Z ≤ Z max by adjusting the task allocation of both types of offloading. The specific solution highly depends on the communication and computation scheduling for the computation offloading to different offloading destinations. In this section, we take the cloud-first computation offloading subproblem as an example to discuss the solution of the communication-computation scheduling problem. The fog-first computation offloading subproblem can be analyzed in a similar approach and we omit the details for brevity.
This problem schedules the communication and computation parts for different offloading destinations, and aims to reduce the total delay by overlapping the communication and computation parts under the following constraints:
• Delay constraint: The total delay should satisfy Z ≤ Z max ;
• Order constraint: For one destination, the process order of offloading a computation task must be requestcomputation-response;
• Communication constraint: At most one communication link can be activated at the same time due to the single radio interface of the MT. In the cloud-first computation offloading subproblem, cloud computation offloading consumes less energy than fog computation offloading. We try to maximize the task amount of cloud computation offloading x cloud instead of minimizing the total energy consumption E, which are equivalent.
Because the total delay can be reduced by increasing the amount of the computation tasks offloaded by fog computation offloading, and the MT has only one radio interface, the data for cloud and fog computation offloading cannot be transmitted at the same time. By overlapping the computation part of fog computation offloading and the communication part of cloud computation offloading, or the communication part of fog computation offloading and the computation part of cloud computation offloading, we can complete more computation tasks within the maximum tolerable delay. We enumerate four cases based on the order of the request and response messages for both types of computation offloading as follows:
• CASE 1 (cloud's request first, fog's response first):
The computation part of cloud computation offloading and the total process of fog computation offloading are overlapped.
• CASE 2 (fog's request first, cloud's response first):
The computation part of fog computation offloading and the total process of cloud computation offloading are overlapped.
• CASE 3 (cloud's request first, cloud's response first):
The computation part of cloud computation offloading and the request part of fog computation offloading are overlapped. The response part of cloud computation offloading and the computation part of fog computation offloading are overlapped.
• CASE 4 (fog's request first, fog's response first): The computation part of fog computation offloading and the request part of cloud computation offloading are overlapped. The response part of fog computation offloading and the computation part of cloud computation offloading are overlapped. Fig. 5 illustrates the above four scheduling cases. Next, we analyze the feasible domain and the optimal offloading solution for each case respectively.
Case 1: We formulate the following linear problem: where , it is an infeasible solution.
cloud + , CASE 1 should be transformed into CASE 2. When x cloud and x fog satisfy z (comp) cloud x cloud = x fog , the order of cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading can exchange with each other without affecting the total delay. For a smaller x cloud or a larger x fog , CASE 2 achieves lower delay than CASE 1, so the feasible domain of x * cloud is limited to
Case 2: We formulate the following linear problem:
where 
We prove the lower bound by contradiction. If the computation tasks can be completed by the scheduling in CASE 2 under the delay constraint, there exists an optimal solution of
. Based on the domain of x * cloud and x * fog , we find z cloud x * cloud < x * fog . It means that the cloud computation offloading does not fill all the time period of fog computation offloading, so it is feasible to increase x * cloud and decrease x * fog to satisfy z cloud x * cloud = x * fog . This adjustment will not violate the delay constraint because the adjustment just increases the amount of the computation tasks for cloud computation offloading, which costs more time but needs lower energy consumption, to reduce the energy consumption while satisfying the delay constraint at the same time. By the above adjustment, we obtain another solution better than x * cloud , which leads to a contradiction to the assumption that x * cloud is a optimal solution. Therefore, the lower bound is proved.
Case 3: We formulate the following linear problem:
By solving the above problem, we obtain x * cloud . With different x cloud and x fog , the expression φ has different forms as illustrated in Fig. 6 . By calculating and comparing 
the terms of φ, we obtain
We can transform the expression of Z max into a piecewise function by discussing different regions of x * cloud as
Case 4: We formulate the following linear problem:
cloud )x cloud }. By solving the above problem, we obtain x * cloud . We consider this case using the approach similar to CASE 3 and Z max is expressed as a piecewise function as
For finding the optimal solution of delay-constrained computation offloading, we jointly consider the above four cases, for obtaining the maximum value of x * cloud . max
The above problem is a linear optimization problem and it is easy to obtain the optimal solution x * cloud .
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of the proposed delayconstrained hybrid computation offloading scheme is evaluated. For performance comparison, we adopt cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading as the baselines. The amount of computation tasks λ is set as 10. Parameters h (req) , h (rsp) and c are set as 0.5, 0.3 and 10, respectively. The power p req , p rsp and p comp are set as 8, 4 and 2. If the computation tasks cannot be completed within the given delay, we use a very large energy consumption to express the infeasibility.
A. CEE RATIO
We first compare the performances of the hybrid, cloud and fog computation offloading schemes with different CEE ratios η in Fig. 7 . The CEE ratio η is a key parameter to choose between cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading. The logarithmic coordinate is adopted for the CEE ratio. In this simulation, e fog is set as 0.1 and e cloud is changed to satisfy the value of η. To show the choice of two types of computation offloading, in Fig. 7 , we consider the case that Z max is large enough such that either cloud computation offloading or fog computation offloading can complete the computation tasks.
The simulation results show that when η < 1, the proposed hybrid computation offloading has the same energy consumption as fog computation offloading, and when η ≥ 1, it has the same performance as cloud computation offloading. This implies that the hybrid computation offloading makes a good choice between cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading. Note that choosing the better one is just under the assumption that Z max is large enough. The proposed hybrid computation offloading can complete the computation tasks within a small Z max even when neither cloud computation offloading nor fog computation offloading can complete.
B. COMMUNICATION-COMPUTATION PARAMETER REGIONS FOR SUBPROBLEMS
We analyze the parameter regions for four subproblems in Fig. 8 . The value of η is based on the communication and computation capabilities of cloud computation offloading and fog computation offloading, i.e., e cloud , e fog , µ cloud and µ fog . Because the effect factors of cloud and fog computation offloading are independent, when analyzing the parameters about cloud computation offloading, we fix the parameters about fog computation offloading. Fig. 8(a) demonstrates the effects of e cloud and µ cloud . The blue line means that the cloud and fog computation offloading consume the same amount of energy for completing the same computation tasks, which is the solution of η = 1. Because µ cloud does not appear in the expression of η, the blue line is a horizontal line. The red line provides a threshold to judge whether cloud-only computation offloading can complete the computation tasks, which is the solution of the cloud-only computation offloading problem. These two lines split the whole space into three regions. In the region ''Fog-only & Fog-first'', fog computation offloading consumes less energy than cloud computation offloading. In the region ''Cloud-first'', cloud computation offloading consumes less energy than fog computation offloading but both types of computation offloading are necessary to complete the tasks under the delay constraint. In the region ''Cloud-only'', cloud computation offloading has enough capability to complete the computation tasks. Fig. 8(b) demonstrates the effects of e fog and µ fog . The blue line has the same meaning in Fig. 8(a) . The green curve provides a threshold to judge whether fog-only computation offloading can complete the computation tasks which is the solution of the fog-only computation offloading subproblem. Like Fig. 8(a) , two curves split the whole space into three regions. In the region ''Cloud-only & Cloud-first'', cloud computation offloading consumes less energy than fog computation offloading. In the region ''Fog-first'', fog computation offloading consumes less energy consumption than fog computation offloading but both types of computation offloading are necessary to complete the tasks under the delay constraint. In the region ''Fog-only'', fog computation offloading has enough capability to complete the computation tasks. Fig. 9 shows the energy consumption performance under different delay constraint Z max . For η ≥ 1 in Fig. 9(a) , e cloud , e fog , µ cloud and µ fog are set as 2.5, 0.5, 0.00005 and 0.667, respectively. M is set as 10. Cloud computation offloading is a better choice than that of fog computation offloading, so if cloud-only computation offloading can complete the computation task, the proposed hybrid computation offloading makes the same decision as cloud computation offloading.
C. MAXIMUM TOLERABLE DELAY
With a small Z max , cloud computation offloading cannot complete the tasks and the advantage of hybrid computation offloading under the delay constraint is more significant. When Z max is small, hybrid computation offloading can still complete the computation tasks by communicationcomputation scheduling. For η < 1 in Fig. 9(b) , e cloud , e fog , µ cloud and µ fog are set as 2.5, 0.5, 0.00005 and 0.667, respectively. The power p req , p rsp and p comp are set as 24, 12 and 2. M is set as 3. In this condition, fog computation offloading is a better choice than cloud computation offloading. From the results, we can also conclude that hybrid computation offloading outperforms the conventional singletype computation offloading methods.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we solve the hybrid computation offloading problem considering two types of computation offloading destinations: cloud computing servers and fog computing servers. The task allocation for computation offloading to different offloading destinations is optimized to minimize the total energy consumption while completing the computation tasks within a given delay constraint. To solve the computation offloading problem, we first define the computation energy efficiency and divide the problem into four subproblems according to the computation energy efficiency of different types of computation offloading and the maximum tolerable delay. For each subproblem, we give a closedform computation offloading solution with the analysis of communication-computation scheduling under the delay constraint. The numerical results show that the proposed computation offloading solution achieves lower energy consumption than the conventional single-type computation offloading while completing the computation tasks within the delay constraint.
